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Abstract: MEMS designers are confronted with a number of challenges, such as complex coupled three 
dimensional multi-physics phenomena, unknown material property data,  non-standard manufacturing 
processes, large process tolerances, chip and package integration issues, interface & co-design of 
appropriate control electronics, and last but not least a variety of reliability issues. Software modeling 
using MEMS design software is essential for solving these challenges, because it allows designers to 
fundamentally understand the underlying behavior of MEMS devices. This modeling is also critical to 
bringing MEMS commercial products to market, and beneficial during advanced academic research. In 
this discussion. we will review a methodology for advanced MEMS design using a state-of the-art MEMS 
design flow based upon CoventorMP® software, and describe the concept of MEMS digital qualification 
and how it can contribute to advanced MEMS development. To conclude this discussion, we will present 
realistic case studies that demonstrate how to successfully model feasibility,  manufacturability, package 
effects, reliability (shock analysis) and other complex MEMS performance problems at the device and 
system level. 
 

Bio: Dr. Gerold Schröpfer is Technical Director for Europe and for the MEMS business operations 
worldwide. For the last ten years, Gerold has been responsible for overseeing Coventor’s European 
MEMS and semiconductor business activities, including the management of R&D programs, industrial 
and academic partnerships, and external business relationships. Dr. Schröpfer has more than 20 years of 
relevant experience in MEMS and semiconductor design, process development and EDA product 
development. Prior to his current position, Gerold carried out pioneering work in the design and 
development of inertial, tire pressure and magnetic sensors at Sensitec and SensoNor (Infineon). Dr. 
Schröpfer holds a PhD in engineering science from the University of Neuchâtel  (Switzerland) and 
Franche-Comté (France), as well as a degree in physics from the University of Giessen (Germany). 
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Abstract: Advanced CMOS scaling and new memory technologies have introduced increasingly complex 
structures into the device manufacturing process. For example, the increase in NAND memory layers has 
achieved greater vertical NAND scaling and higher memory density, but has led to challenges in high 
aspect ratio etch patterning and foot print scaling issues. Unique integration and patterning schemes 
have been employed to solve these scaling challenges, but they create additional design rule challenges. 
Two-dimensional (2D) design rule checks (DRCs) are no longer sufficient to achieve performance and 
yield goals, due to the 3D nature of modern semiconductor devices. Design of Experiments (DOEs) for 
process characterization and optimization, traditionally used to save time and cost in developing process 
recipes, now require hundreds of physical experiments involving significant off-process time and 
substantial wafer testing. Moreover, non-intuitive interactions among process steps, as well as 
tightening process windows, have made it difficult to deliver concurrent performance and yield 
optimization using first principle modeling approaches. A 3D understanding of complex process 
sequences is required to solve these scaling challenges, and is provided by Coventor SEMulator3D®, a 
virtual fabrication modeling platform. 
 

Bio: Dr. Joseph Ervin is the Director of the Semiconductor Process and Integration group at Coventor, 
where he is responsible for managing the support of Coventor’s Virtual Fabrication platform. Previously, 
he worked for IBM on semiconductor device and integration development at multiple research and 
foundry locations, including ST Microelectronics, the College of Nanoscale Science and Engineering, and 
at GlobalFoundries. His current position involves managing customer applications for our next node 
semiconductor integration challenges, along with development of unique methods for modeling and 
solving these issues. He holds a Ph.D. in Device Physics from Arizona State University. 
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